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with cortana, you can search for things and get help from the right place. help is available right in cortana whether your search is about an app, setting, or command. you can also ask cortana questions, and she can help you find information in apps, including restaurant suggestions, weather, and driving directions. you
can also set your device to notify you about incoming communications or about things you are interested in. cortana is personal to you because the data we collect will be useful for you to use cortana features. to help you complete tasks, we may share with your microsoft services as needed your location, your calendar,

or the items you have in your shopping cart. and when you connect your phone to your windows pc, we may collect some device information to help ensure compatibility. you can manage these features in settings for your microsoft account. for information about how the use of bluetooth technology may impact your
mobile device and how to control, check, and delete such data, you can read the information in the msdn article how to turn bluetooth on or off in windows . for more information about the settings in settings to manage which apps can communicate with your computer over bluetooth, see the msdn article turning off

online and file sharing for windows . for more information about how your location information may be used, see the msdn article how windows uses your location information . if you choose to turn on surface device diagnostics we will use your surface device diagnostic data (required or optional as you have selected) to
offer you personalized tips, ads, and recommendations to enhance microsoft experiences. if you have selected optional, personalization is also based on how you use apps and features, plus additional information about the health of your device. however, we do not use information about the websites you browse, the

content of crash dumps, speech, typing, or inking input data for personalization when we receive such data from customers who have selected optional.
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the information that we collect may include the following: device and application usage data, operating system information, your online and in-store purchases, your windows, bing and xbox activity, and other information we receive from our product
partners. we also use this information to improve and enhance microsoft products, services, and websites, to provide you with more relevant experiences, to better understand your needs and interests, and to help diagnose and resolve issues. for

example, we use your usage information to: windows is a personalized computing environment that enables you to seamlessly roam and access services, preferences, and content across your computing devices from phones to tablets to the surface
hub. rather than residing as a static software program on your device, key components of windows are cloud-based, and both cloud and local elements of windows are updated regularly, providing you with the latest improvements and features. in

order to provide this computing experience, we collect data about you, your device, and the way you use windows. and because windows is personal to you, we give you choices about the personal data we collect and how we use it. note that if your
windows device is managed by your organization (such as your employer or school), your organization may use centralized management tools provided by microsoft or others to access and process your data and to control device settings (including

privacy settings), device policies, software updates, data collection by us or the organization, or other aspects of your device. additionally, your organization may use management tools provided by microsoft or others to access and process your data
from that device, including your interaction data, diagnostic data, and the contents of your communications and files. for more information about data collection in windows, see data collection summary for windows. this statement discusses windows

10 and windows 11 and references to windows in this section relate to those product versions. earlier versions of windows (including windows vista, windows 7, windows 8, and windows 8.1) are subject to their own privacy statements. 5ec8ef588b
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